ABSTRACT Face hallucination is a super-resolution algorithm specially designed to improve the resolution and quality of low-resolution (LR) input face images. Although a deep neural network offers an end-toend mapping from LR to high-resolution (HR) images, most of the deep learning-based face hallucinations neglect the structure prior for face images. To utilize the highly structured facial prior, a parallel regionbased deep residual network (PRDRN) was developed to predict the missing detailed information for accurate image reconstruction. Initially, the image is divided into multiple regions with the symmetry of face structures. Then, the sub-networks corresponding to multiple regions are trained in parallel. Finally, all reconstructed regions are combined to form the HR image. The experimental results on FEI, CASIAWebface and CMU-MIT public face databases show that the proposed network outperforms other state-ofthe-art approaches.
I. INTRODUCTION
Super-resolution (SR), a special algorithm that enhances video or image quality and resolution, has been widely applied to various vision-based tasks, such as remote sensing, medical image processing [1] , [2] , image denoising [3] and face recognition. In real-world surveillance scenarios, the far distance between cameras and faces of interest often results in low-resolution (LR) face images. Restoring highresolution (HR) face images from LR ones by using face SR is vital for surveillance [4] .
In general, face SR algorithms are divided into three categories: interpolation- [5] , [6] , reconstruction- [7] , [8] and learning-based methods [9] . The interpolation-based method amplifies the pixel size of images without generating pixels and calculates the color of the missing pixels by usings mathematical formula on the basis of surrounding pixel color. The reconstruc-tion-based method calculates the HR images by simulating the image information process. Hence, the The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Laurence T. Yang. efficiency and performance of interpolation-and reconstruction-based methods will decline when the scale factor is overlarge. However, the learning-based method can fully utilize the prior information from training samples to map the LR images to HR ones, thereafter obtaining pleasant visual results. As such, the learning-based method has become more popular than the two other face SR algorithms in recent years.
A. RELATED WORK
Considering the ill-posed nature of SR, the learning-based face SR method utilizes prior information from training samples to guide image reconstruction. Baker et al. [10] presented the concept of ''face hallucination'', which learns the prior information to reconstruct the HR face image. In face hallucination, the highly structured configuration of facial organs requires the image prior information to contain the facial structure and components. Therefore, on the basis of the different approaches of utilizing face image prior, learning-based face hallucination is often divided into three types: global-face hallucination, local-face hallucination, and two-step method.
dual branch network to restore the common features and high-frequency information. Chen et al. [32] learned the geometric facial prior to render the target HR face images. Song et al. [33] used the two-step method to produce the HR face image. The face structure was generated using the convolutional neural network (CNN), and details were introduced by using the detail conversion method to enhance the face hallucination. Cao et al. [34] developed an attentionaware network, which utilizes deep learning to enhance the face image. Yang et al. [35] realized face hallucination by using the Enhanced Discriminative Generative Adversarial Network (EDGAN) to obtain the great hallucination without fidelity loss. Yu and Porikli [36] utilized the transformative discriminative auto-encoders to hallucinate the global face. Decoder-encoder-decoder networks were used to generate the HR images Radford et al. [37] introduced deep convolutional generative adversarial networks in unsupervised learning to hallucinate the target HR images.
The aforementioned deep learning-based methods realize the end-to-end mapping of hallucinating target HR images. Receptive neuron fields in the neural network has a similar role with patch size in traditional local face hallucination methods. However, accurately accessing the structured facial prior is difficult: small receptive fields yield local optimal results but lose contextual information. Moreover, training the deep learning neural network is time consuming and the GPU clusters are interdependent [38] . Hence, designing a novel network for accurate prior representation with time efficacy is essential for real-world applications.
B. MOTIVATION AND CONTRIBUTIONS
Self-similarity prior has been widely applied to patch-level image hallucination tasks. To obtain a further accurate face patch prior, nonlocal patch is used rather than position patch in face hallucination [24] , [39] , [40] . To access additional patch prior, a context patch prior extends a nonlocal patch by a large windows. In general, the patch size always relates with the receptive neuron field in a neural network. Using a context patch prior balances the hallucination speed and performance by selecting a suitable patch size. The small patch presents great accuracy, but naturally lacks global information. By contrast, the large patch has global information, but lacks the capability to hallucinate details. Thus, Girshick et al. [41] extracted region proposals, for which features were computed using convolution neural network. Guided by the region-based convolutional neural network [41] , we present a region-based deep residual network for face hallucination to access the structural prior fully from face images. The region-based method, which differs from random and position patch methods, is used to explore the highly structured facial prior.
In this study, we extend our preliminary work [42] in three aspects: (1) We determine the prior information of the facial region structure and establish multiple sub-networks to optimize the model in parallel. Then, we combine all hallucinated target HR regions to render the final outputs. VOLUME 7, 2019 (2) We build a parallel network architecture for the parallel region-based deep residual network (PRDRN), and set the optimization details for training. (3) We conduct extensive experiments on FEI, CASIA-Webface, and CMU-MIT public face databases to provide additional experiment results for verifying the availability of PRDRN.
The contributions are highlighted as follows:
• In our view, the face structure prior plays a key role in hallucinating the target HR face image. Thus, the image is divided into multiple regions for hallucination. Moreover, the region structural prior is introduced to the deep learning network. In this way, precise prior may be further utilized from training samples.
• The parallel network architecture is designed for a region-based convolutional residual network. Multiple sub-networks are trained in parallel. Each region is processed by a specific sub-network.
• The multiple residual sub-networks are optimized in parallel, which not only obtains flexible prior information but also reduces time consumption.
II. PRELIMINARIES A. CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORK AND RESIDUAL LEARNING
Recently, CNN has been successfully used in computer vision fields, such as face recognition, object detection, and face hallucination. In the CNN, the network parameter θ requires estimation to determine the end-to-end mapping function,
where the W l , B l represent the weight and bias of the l-th layer, respectively, and d represents the network depth. The size of W l is 1 × f × k × k, f represents the number of filters, and k represents the filter size. The bias size is 1 × 1. Then the l-th layer residual mapping is expressed as follows:
where * represents the convolution operation, x represents the input LR training image in the patch level, and h (F l−1 (x)) is the generated feature map by pre-layer. Thus, θ can be optimized layer by layer [43] . In the CNN, the convolution layer is followed by the ReLU [44] except for the last layer. This case is a nonlinear activation function.
For numerous weight layers in the deep CNNs, the network structure becomes an end-to-end relationship that requires long-term memory. Therefore, as the number of the network layer increases, gradient vanishing/exploding [45] becomes a concern. Kim et al. [28] resolved this problem with residual learning.
In the residual network, the residual image is defined as r = same size with ∼ Y . In addition, the pixels values of r are small or zero. Therefore, the amount of computation in the network is greatly reduced and the convergence speed is accelerated. The final hallucinated HR image is as follows:
B. PARALLEL STRATEGY
Parallel strategy is divided into data and model parallelisms [46] . As shown in FIGURE 1, data parallelism divides the data into multiple batches. For processing, data are sent in batches to the network, and all trained parameters are shared in the model. By contrast, model parallelism sends different data into different models for processing [47] , which allows specific data to be processed by a specific network. Our focus is to build a high-efficiency general deep learning network based on parallel strategy. This strategy greatly improves the computational efficiency [48] . Parallel networks refer to the independence of training networks, whereas multiple networks are used to train different data in parallel for obtaining different model parameter servers. We heavily rely on model parallelism in the network structure and parameter server.
III. HALLUCINATION VIA REGION-BASED DEEP CONVOLUTIONAL NETWORKS
The training samples database is
, where M is the number of training samples and i represents the index of training samples.
∈ m×n represents the LR face images interpolated to the HR size {Y i } M i=1 ∈ mt×nt with bicubic interpolation. t is the amplification factor, and mt × nt represents the HR image size. Then, the LR image changes to {X i } M i=1 ∈ mt×nt , and our training samples database becomes
, where X i represents the LR image, which is interpolated version of the LR image X i . Then, X i has the same size as the HR image.
Considering the face structure and content, which are highly symmetrical and present considerable feature information, the parallel network is more suitable for face structure than the general CNN. If we adopt a specific network to train a specific face region, the each model can be trained with further precision. We also focus on testing the region with the corresponding region model. In this way, we will accurately hallucinate the face structure and content.
In FIGURE 1(b), the model parallelism strategy is proposed as follows:
1. The image is divided into S regions, which contain different local contents.
2. Each of the S regions trains their own model on a single GPU, and the parameters of each model are independent.
3. Each of the S regions are hallucinated by its exclusive model.
The parallel region-wise building strategy is adopted into the network. Thus, the parallel network model Z s is as follows:
where s is the index of sub-networks and θ s l represents the parameter set of
The human face possesses abundant feature information. These features contain geometric and content characteristics. Geometric characteristics are based on the shape of facial organs and their geometric relationship. For example, the human face has eyes, nose, and other organs, that have symmetrical geometric relationship. Content characteristics describe the internal information of the face image from holistic and partial perspectives. Regardless of geometric and content characteristic, in summary, the face has a rich symmetry in structure and content. Hence, in this paper, the entire image is divided into multiple regions, and the number of regions is a multiple of 2. Each region corresponds to a specific network structure. Sub-networks are parallelized while optimizing the models. FIGURE 2 shows the structure of PRDRN.
A. ANALYSIS OF REGION-BASED PRIOR
For facial symmetry, the region-based approach is adopted to hallucinate the image. The real meaning of region-based is that the same region always has similar facial components. These regions possess more precise structure prior from the face image than other patch-based methods. To validate the rationality of our approach, the concept of mutual information (MI) 1 is introduced as follows:
where {i|1 ≤ i ≤ s}, p i is the part from person 1, r i is the region from person 2, and P (p i ), P (r i ) represent the probability of the number of pixels from p i ,r i , respectively. P (p i , r i ) is denotes the probabilities of the number of pixels from p i and r i at the same time. Mutual information refers to the degree of ''entanglement'' of two types of information in the joint distribution, which means the level of influence between regions in this paper. Two different face images are selected and symmetrically divided into six regions, that is, S = 6. FIGURE 3 presents the mutual information among these regions. In FIGURE 3(a), a close Euclidean distance between the regions indicates a high value of mutual information. In the FIGURE 3(b), the same position shows strong relation in different images. Hence, we utilize this key point to optimize our network structure.
B. REGION EXTRACTION
In this paper, the region is regarded as a simple special case. Multiples of two are used for S to reflect face symmetry. Furthermore, regions are allowed to overlap to obtain smooth region edge. The partition method used is as follows: Suppose R r × R c is the region size. Thus, we divide the mt × nt image into S = r × c regions to obtain
where ov represents the size of the overlap and r and c represent positions in the row and column, respectively. For example, the r and c equal 1 in the first region. Thus, the original HR image database is transferred into region segmentations as follows:
To show the region extraction process intuitively, we use the first region as an example, as shown in FIGURE 4. The yellow box represents every extracted region. The area between the green and the yellow lines, which overlaps twice, is the overlapping region. The area between the orange line and yellow lines also overlaps twice. Hence, the three cases of overlaps are no overlap, overlaps twice, overlaps four times. The image can be divided into two regions. However, hallucinating the entire image presents inferior performance.
C. PARALLEL RESIDUAL NETWORK STRUCTURE
The parallel network structure contains S sub-networks. Each sub-network is an end-to-end mapping relationship, includes convolutional layers, and uses ReLU as an activation function. With the adoption of residual learning to optimize the sub-networks, we obtain the residual region
represents the hallucinated region and X s test represents the input LR testing image. As the pixel value in the residual image is small, we adopt the ImageEnhance module of Python Imaging Library 2 to enhance the contrast processing of images. Thus, the loss layer in our sub-network has three inputs: residual estimate, LR image, and ground truth HR image. The mean squared error (MSE) is defined as a loss function, which benefits high peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) [49] . We draft the overall loss function as where Loss is the sum of the network loss, set as λ 1 = λ 2 = . . . = λ s = 1.
D. REGION FUSION
All S regions that have been hallucinated are combined for the final target HR image. The concept of overlap is introduced to produce smooth region edges during fusion. The overlap pixels between regions are averaged for a smooth image content. The following method is used to fuse the S regions to the image. We define EA (β) as the process of extracting regions and averaging the overlaps. Hence, all extracted and averaged regions are computed as follows:
where β represents the number of overlaps. When β= 0, represents the areas with four overlaps after being averaged.
Therefore, the hallucinated image after final fusing is expressed as follows:
where the mosaic function stitches all regions obtained by EA (β) into a hallucinated image.
∼ Y has the size of mt × nt. The fusion process is presented as an example of region 1, as shown in FIGURE 5. In FIGURE 5(a) , the blue area represents no overlap, the orange areas overlap twice, and the green area overlaps four times. The proposed method is to fuse the blue, orange, and green areas to FIGURE 5(b). Regardless of the entire image divided into several regions, S is always a multiple of 2. The overlapping cases have no overlap, overlap twice, and overlap four times, except for S = 2. When S = 2, wherein only no overlap and overlap twice occurs.
E. TESTING
After completing the training, we divide the testing image into S regions. Then, we utilize the trained model parameters to hallucinate the S regions. Finally, we fuse the S regions to the entire image. Algorithm 1 demonstrates the face hallucination process.
Algorithm 1 PRDRN for Face Hallucination
, where M is the number of training samples. 2: For training regions, by using Equation (7), each image of training sample
The S regions are then processed by the S sub-networks in parallel. 4 
, where N is the number of testing images. 7: For LR testing regions by using Equation (7) We extract and average the blue, orange, and green areas in each region to acquire
. 12: end for 13: We utilize Equation (10) 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT A. EXPERIMENTAL DATA
We conduct experiments on FEI, CASIA-Webface [50] and CMU-MIT [51] public face databases. We evaluate the hallucination effect by using PSNR and Structural Similarity (SSIM) [52] . The FEI database consists of 400 frontal face images. We randomly select 360 images for data increments and finally obtain 720 images for training. The remaining 40 images are used for testing. To avoid changing the image size after hallucination, the image size is set to 256 × 360 pixels. In addition, we select 1600 images with a size of 128 × 128 from CASIA-Webface database, from which 1550 images are used for training and 50 images are used for testing. The database consist of different angles and background face images. To verify the practicability of PRDRN, we conducted experiments on the CMU-MIT face database.
We select six images with a size of 100 × 120 as LR input images. The experimental results indicate that a face image divided into four regions provides the best halluciantion effect. Each region size is 236 × 184 pixels. In this paper, the scale factor t ∈ {4, 8}.
B. TRAINING PARAMETER
In this study, we use parallel network structure, wherein each sub-network requires 80 epochs to be trained. Considering the depth of sub-networks, we adopt the method of learning rate decline with the learning rate α = 10 −2 and 1/10 of the drop in learning rate every 20 epochs. We set the momentum (ρ = 0.9) for the sub-networks. In addition, to avoid overfitting, we adopt regularized l 2 , and the weight attenuation is 0.0001. Furthermore, we set k = 3, where k represents the size of the convolution kernel. We increase the number of filters to 128 to extract additional features. The batch size is set to 32 to increase the number of iterations. In creating the
, we convert RGB image to YCbcr color space. The hallucination process is implemented in the Y channel, and afterwards, its content is stored to the RGB space. The Caffe library [53] is adopted to train our network model.
C. DEPTH OF NETWORK
In this work, we configure different depths of sub-networks as 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25. For different regions, we use specific model for hallucination. This approach allows great precision in extracting features and hallucinating specific region. FIGURE 6 shows the different depths of sub-networks, as well as, the most suitable depth for each sub-network. The sub-network presents optimal performance when the depths of S1-S4 networks are 25, 20, 25, and 20, respectively. 
D. NUMBER OF REGIONS
Model parallelism indicates that different models handle different regions. The image can be divided into numerous regions through various methods. For example, the entire face image can be divided into odd or even regions. The face not only has a symmetrical structure but also has content integrity. We use this principle to divide the entire image into even regions. In this experiment, we set the values of S to be 2, 4, 6, and 8, respectively. FIGURE 7 shows the results of the number of regions. The PRDRN achieves optimal performance when the S = 4, thereby verifying the rationality of using face structure prior information in the hallucination process. Different regions are treated with a specific model to improve the hallucination effect of each region.
For verifying the consistency between models and regions, we conduct an experiment on different regions to test different models. FIGURE 8 shows the results. In FIGURE 8 , the specific region hallucinated by specific model appears as the best method for hallucinating the entire image. In addition, parallel strategy can reduce the training time greatly. Then, we adopt the parallel network structure to train the different models. In this way, the different regions can be hallucinated by the specific models. Hence, the image can be accurately hallucinated from its parts to its entirety. 
E. CONVERGENCE
As the network depth increase, the convergence speed becomes a crucial issue. To solve this problem, we introduce residual learning and set a high learning rate. In the FIGURE 9 shows the loss converges in a small range at an extremely rapid speed. We define the loss function with MSE as hallucination loss between the ground truth and predicted HR regions. The equation used to calculate MSE is as follows: 
F. TIME CONSUMPTION
Compared with the traditional algorithm, the deep learning networks have the disadvantage of lengthy time consumption of training network parameters. Time usually increases exponentially with increasing costs. Using parallel computing algorithms can effectively reduce the training time. However, the parallel algorithm often encounters difficulties due to the cost of inter processor communication. This problem is addressed by adopting the multi-GPU settings, and different sub-networks train their own model on separate GPUs. In the table, the time is longest when only one GPU is utilized to process our four sub-networks. With the number of GPUs, the total training time decreases such that the time is shortest when all four sub-networks are used to process four sub-networks.
The above cases verify that model parallelism increases computational efficiency. In this case, we introduce the concept of speedup. 3 Speedup refers to the ratio of the time taken for the same task to run in single and parallel processor systems. This concept is often used to evaluate the pros and cons of parallel processor performance.
where P S is the speedup, T 1 is the stand-alone processing time, and T s is the time for s machines to process in parallel. The speedup of different GUP numbers is shown in FIGURE 10 . This figure shows the linear speedup (ideal speedup) and actual speedup. The linear speedup is the ratio obtained when the machine is not affected by the environment. Therefore, the machine retains its best state. The actual speedup is the ratio obtained when the machine is affected by running time, temperature, and other factors. From this figure, the speedup 3 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Speedup is smallest when only one GPU is used. At the same time, this means that the training time is the longest. When the number of GPUs increases, the speedup likewise increase and time consumption decreases. Hence, the speedup can more intuitively express the time consumption of the parallel model.
G. RESULT OF PROPOSED MOTHED
PRDRN is compared with the following state-of-the-art approaches: bicubic; locality-constraint iterative neighbor embedding (LINE) [22] ; unsupervised deep learning based GAN network [ultra-resolving discriminative generative networks (URDGN)] [37] ; transformative discriminative auto-encoders (TDAE) [36] ; Enhanced Discriminative Generative Adversarial Network (EDGAN) [35] ; SRCNN [54] and VDSR [28] . Below is a brief introduction to these approaches.
LINE [22] : The method presents the best performance of face hallucination algorithm by utilizing the multilayer locality-constrained iterative neighbor embedding technique to hallucinate the target HR images. In this way, the geometry of the original HR space can be saved when the input LR patch is represented.
URDGN [37] : The classic GAN method presents a very low resolution global face hallucination. In the URDGN, a pixel-wise 2 regularization term was introduced into the generative model, then it utilized the feedback of the discriminative network to make the upsampled face images more similar to real ones. VOLUME 7, 2019 TDAE [36] : An excellent deep learning based transformative discriminative auto-encoder network global face hallucination algorithm. TDAE presents a decoder-encoder-decoder network. First, the authors utilized the decoder network to upsample and denoise the LR images. Then, a decoder network the projects the intermediate HR faces to align with the noise-free LR faces. Finally, the decoder generates the hallucinated face images.
EDGAN [35] : The latest and state-of-the-art deep learning global face hallucination algorithm. EDGAN was presented to hallucinate the global face image. Considering that the loss from the discriminator adversarial is difficult to converge, which can lead to model collapse. Thus, the authors enhanced the discriminator to obtain EDGAN.
SRCNN [54] : SRCNN is the first application of deep learning applied to image hallucination and thus considered the most classic deep learning algorithm. The author first utilized bicubic interpolation to enlarge the LR image to an HR image size. Then three layers were used to fit the nonlinear mapping. Finally, the hallucinated image is outputted.
VDSR [28] : This classic deep learning algorithm is based on residual learning. Due to the high similarity of the low frequency information in the LR image to that of HR image. the authors learned the residual information between the LR sand HR images to reduce the training time.
The average PSNR and SSIM with scaling factors 4 and 8 are displayed in TABLE 2. Moreover, the respective performances of different algorithms are shown in FIGUERS 14 and 15. However, the URDGN does not provide the training code on a scaling factor 4, therefore we compare PRDRN with URDGN on a scaling factor of 8, in the FEI database. The results show that the proposed PRDRN obtains the best score. In addition, the global face hallucination methods (URDGN, TDAE, EDGAN) are inferior to PRDRN. These results verify that the region-based method can obtain more accurate prior information of face image. The FEI database is obtained under ideal conditions, and each image is front-aligned with the same perspective. Thus, to verify the practicability of PRDRN, we conduct an experiment on the CASIA-Webface database on a scaling factor of 4. The CASIA-Webface database is a public and standard face image database, considering of different angles and background face images. Although the symmetry is invalid for the non-frontal aligned image, the face image still possess the property of the region prior. More precise prior information is introduced into the training process. The average PSNR and SSIM on a scaling factor of 4 is displayed in TABLE 3. The subjective performance is shown in FIGURE  12 . The results show that the proposed PRDRN obtains the best score. TABLE 3 and FIGURE 12 show that the PRDRN is not limited to the frontal face, but also provides optimal performance on different angle and background face images. FIGURE 11 shows the PSNR and SSIM on a scaling factor of 4/8 on 40 testing images from FEI database. In this figure, the PSNR and SSIM of our method are higher than those of most approaches. Furthermore, FIGURE 13 shows the average testing time on scale factor 4, and the average testing time of our method is similar to that of other algorithms based on improving the hallucination performance. These results verify that our algorithm is more suitable for practical applications.
In the deep learning-based method, training time is related to the number of iterations. TABLE 4 shows that the training time of PRDRN is the shortest. During the training of VDSR and PRDRN, we set the same number of images, step size, and patch size. Then, we obtain the 264960 and 110880 patches in VDSR and PRDRN, respectively. Equation 13 shows that under the same batch size, the number of iterations in model optimization will decrease as the number of patches decreases. When the number of iterations is too small, the loss cannot converge. Hence, the batch size is set to 32 and 64 in PRDRN and VDSR, respectively. Moreover, we set the same epoch (80) for PRDRN and VDSR. Finaly, we obtain 331200 and 277200 iterations in PRDRN and VDSR, respectively.
where NI is the number of iterations, and np is the number of patches. FIGURE 14 and FIGURE 15 show the hallucinated images to show the hallucination effect of images further intuitively on the FEI database. In these figures, the PRDRN presents clearer details than other approaches, such as the eyes, mouth and hair. They verify that the region-based method can obtain further accurate prior information. 
H. EXPERIMENTS ON THE REAL-WORLD IMAGES
The practicality of the proposed approaches are further verified by testing in the CMU-MIT database. As shown in FIGURE 16, we select these face images (in the red box) as a testing set and hallucinated by the trained model with the FEI database. With the real-word testing purpose, adding extra image degradation process such as downsampling and blurring were not necessary. During preprocessing, only the part of the face that requires testing are taken and adjusted to 100 × 138 pixels. FIGURE 17 displays the hallucination results of diverse approaches in the real-word. The result clearly show that the PRDRN utilizes the model parallelism principle to hallucinate each region effectively. The hallucinated images using our algorithm are further clear, especially the mouth, eyes, and eyebrows.
I. PERFORMANCE OF FACE RECOGNITION
Finally, we add the face recognition experiment to value the hallucination effect of our presented hallucination approach. We develop the experiment on the Yale-B database, which comprises 38 classes of frontal images with different lighting case for 2414 images. We select 2090 images and resize them to 168 × 192 pixels. In the 38 classes, each class contains 55 images, 11 images of which are used as training set and the remaining 44 images are used as testing set. We use the traditional algorithm with the kernel partial-least-squares discrimination(KPLSD) to test and verify the information of the hallucinated face image. In addition, we utilize a larger database (CASIA-Webface [50] ) to verify the hallucination effect of our algorithm with Resnet34 [55] . From this database we select 20,000 images, with half used for training and the other half used for testing. In addition, we utilize MTL [56] to detect the position of the eyes in each testing image, and calculate the distance between the detected eyes. Finally, we obtain the average distance of the eyes on the LR image at 10.6 pixels and 8 pixels on scaling factor 3 and 4, respectively. We perform the hallucination experiment on the basis of this distance, which is used to assess the hallucination effect of the presented hallucination approach. FIGURE 18 shows the verification rate of FAR with different hallucination methods. Results show that the PRDRN provides the best performance and verifies that it turns unrecognizable images to a recognizable faces. 
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Global face hallucination explores the prior information from the entire face image to hallucinate the target image. Local face hallucination learns the nonlinear relationship between the HR and LR images from the overlapping patches. The region-based method is the bridge between global [37] and local [57] face hallucinations. Hence, we utilize region-based face hallucination to learn further accurate prior information provided by the input image patch-related region. In this paper, we present parallel region-based deep residual networks, namely, PRDRN. Considering the symmetry of face structures, we divide the entire image into even regions, and each region is hallucinated by a specific model. The region is consistent with the model. Furthermore, we adopt the parallel strategy to train our model. It reduces the training time greatly.
The experimental results verify that the presented PRDRN outperforms state-of-the-art image hallucination approaches and can reduce time consumption. Thus, our work is effective in practical applications. However, region-based face hallucination has a limitation: the model must match the region. Hence, we can use the organ-based segmentation to train the relevant sub-network, which will be considered in the future study.
